iPTT Radio System with Dispatcher Software
iPTT has been developed to solve the long-range communication problems faced by many
businesses and organisations in the UK. People are asking for more and more out of their
traditional analogue and digital two-way radio systems. 30, 40, even 100 mile coverage,
solutions that are just too expensive for the average radio system and company
communications budget.
iPTT can offer you up to 98% UK wide coverage, European coverage (for an extra fee), GPS
tracking, voice dispatch and call recording without the need for additional infrastructure.
The CP300 is smart, stylish and easy to use, with the look of a traditional 2 Way Radio.
It is a rugged hand portable, which can use a wide range of accessories as it has a standard
Kenwood K1 2 Pin socket.
Supplied with a high capacity battery, it can give 1-2 days operation between charges
depending on usage. A full charge from flat takes approx. 6 hours.
The radio utilises the cellular network as a bearer, enabling wide area communications
between devices or groups of devices. You can choose to use our Open Multi Network sim,
to give you the maximum possible UK wide coverage or you are free to provide your own
sim on a network of your choice.
With low hardware and running costs, the iPTT service can now offer you an economical
solution to solve your customer’s wide area coverage requirements.
The CP300 hand held option will allow users to make either individual or group calls,
dependant on their programming.
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With the addition of the low cost iPTT PC Dispatcher, advanced features within the CP300
can be accessed.
These include:
• GPS Tracking
• Voice Recording
• Dynamic Real Time Grouping
GPS Tracking on the iPTT PC Dispatcher allows you to view the live location of any of
the devices via the inbuilt Google Maps screen.
Voice Recording – By enabling the voice recording option in the handset all conversations
can be logged, stored and played back through the iPTT PC Dispatcher.
Dynamic Real Time Grouping – The PC Dispatcher can allow you to remotely add or
edit groups or features without site visits.
The iPTT PC Dispatcher only requires an internet connection. You can dispatch direct
from a computer or laptop. You do not have to have a radio there.
Nationwide coverage digital radio system
Samcom SP300 WAT Radio Unit
Samcom CM300 WAT Mobile Unit
Installation CM300 approx.
Airtime per month – UK Roaming SIM
Dispatcher software

£195.00
£249.00
£85.00
£11.95 per radio
£8.50 per Account

Based on 2 Year Contract
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